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PLAY VIDEO

SUA covers 
HARDWARE MAINTENANCE 

Get hardware maintenance with Express Service for the following 
hardware: 

• PC optimized by Marksman Training Systems 
• Gyroscopic sensor 
• Mechanical firing detector 
• Replica gun 

This is a corrective service. All costs connected with the repair - 
except Marksman’s labour costs - shall be paid by the customer 
(transport, external labour, components). 

SOFTWARE UPDATES 

Get our amazing updates during your contract period. Does not 
include new disciplines. 

ONLINE SUPPORT/PHONE HELP DESK 

Open an online ticket on our support page, and get called back 
within 60 minutes during our opening hours. 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 

Get access 24/7 to our online Knowledge Base, including 
upcoming video tutorials. 

CLASSIC. INITIAL As part of purchase 12 months 1 100,00 €

PREMIUM. INITIAL As part of purchase 12 months 1 300,00 €

PREMIUM PRO. INITIAL As part of purchase 12 months 1 400,00 €

CLASSIC. 12 12 months renewable contract 1 500,00 €

PREMIUM. 12 12 months renewable contract 1 700,00 €

PREMIUM PRO. 12 12 months renewable contract 1 800,00 €

CLASSIC. 24 24 months renewable contract 2 500,00 €

PREMIUM. 24 24 months renewable contract 2 700,00 €

PREMIUM PRO. 24 24 months renewable contract 2 800,00 €

UPDATE ONLY One time software update for latest 
release without SUA 1 400,00 €

STANDARD SERVICE Price per hour without SUA 120,00 €

EXPRESS SERVICE Price per hour without SUA 180,00 €

SUPPORT & UPDATE 
AGREEMENT

http://marksman.se
mailto:info@marksman.se


Release 6.0

Accurate wild boar anatomy

Random animals 

Wild-boar, red deer or roe deer appear randomly

Random scenarios 

BIG GAME and running targets have random path

Random speed 

Adjust the speed of any target and add random variation

Simpler calibration process

Extensive debug function Roe deer stops at the press of a 
key

900 

Scenarios

Wild boar 
squeals when 

injured

Advised reach  

depending on the shotgun ammunition 
settings

Hit probability 

Hit is calculated depending on its 
probability

Flight height for duck/pheasant 5/70m 
Flight height for grouse/partridge 1/70m

Show target speed for BIG GAME and 
running targets

Relative barrel speed 

Relative barrel angular speed to the target’s angular speed is 
shown as a percentage

Global settings for ammunition

New Random scenarios for birds 
depending on the type of hunting 

Driven shoot or walked-up

More u
ser-f

riend
ly

Release 6.0



Release 5.1

560 

Ammunitions database

2x faster 

New Ogre and Open GL design

460 

Landscape images

835 

Scenarios

Roe 
Deer 

Roe deer (buck and doe)*

Accurate roe deer anatomy

Safety Check scenarios

Driven + 

Now with ducks and grouses/partridges* 
and only 4m-high ceiling

New winter trees

New sounds

Premium Pro 

Supports new single projector Premium Pro system

Flight height selection for ducks and grouses/
partridges

Now in Hungarian New Skeet ISSF settings

mobil
e 

use

With automatic detection 
Of DRIVEN mode

*subject to extra cost


